
Where's your
Clients?

How to start
building your  

Brand

What's really, really important to you?

Identify 4 - 6 items, go into a meditative space

and write a short descriptive sentence defining

each one

Let the words come without censoring what

you write. Feel into it. Does it feel "right:?

Personality: what is it? Fun, Serious, Quirky...

Voice:  what types of words, their flow when you

put them together + your personality = what

people remember about you & what they

remember when they speak of you

Tone: the visuals + style of writing consolidates

what you're about. it communicates about you.

02. Find The Heart

Thinking abour You, how is your service an

extension of you? Is it part of you and are you

part of it?

What is it about your service that's really

important to other people, to the world? How

purposeful is it really...

01. Who are You? 03. The Essence

04. Your Message

A simple explanation of the functional and

emotional advantages  of your Service - it

should arise from your 03. The Essence

Is there a catchy phrase, word, or a sentence

that summarises the message you want to

send - it should capture 01 - 03 above

As part of your training, we help you build your business. Your

business is the Sacred Container for the Service Work you do.

Part of being a successful Practitioner is also having a structure to

work in - it really helps to keep you on track, especially when the

going gets tough. When you're clear on what you want, where

you're going, what you offer and how you're going to get there,

then you're Mākaukau - ready and prepared for whatever comes

your way. You can swing, slide, pivot and side-step in any way

you need to, plus it gives you so much freedom to move...

And not only that, it gives you some breathing space and a place

to "pull back to" and "pull away from" so that you can get the

broader perspective of what your service offering is to your

community and what changes you want (and need) to make.

That's not all, when you build a foundation that's Pa'a, you're also

free to make sure that you're following and moving with

'uhane/Spirit as it guides you further into your Path. Putting it all

in the Sacred Container we call "the Business" helps you to care

for what you want to leave behind in the world.
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Write 3 bullet points clearly stating your brand

overview

Example: The SoHAD is an Online Schoolhouse

that consists of 3 Schools: Spirituality, Personal

Development & Hawaiian Studies. That's what

we do

Define your ideal client. These are the people you

really want to serve. Be as specific as you can.

Describe them in detail.

Example: SoHAD Students are: #1: Lomilomi

Practitioners, #2: Intending Practitioners of

Hawaiian Healing, #3: Spiritual Seekers looking for

ways to self-heal & live in a spiritual framework

02. Position

Write 1 - 3 bullet points about what you want

to be known for in your Customers mind 

Example: Our students can be 100% certain

the SoHAD's School of Hawaiian Studies only

offers authentic and verifiable Traditional

healing skills & knowlege in our courses. 

01. Overview 03. Your Clients

04. Your Proposition

What is it that you offer that is specific and unique

to you, and/or your Service Promise; what is it your

Clients will/can buy into by being with you?

Example: the SoHAD is a Social Enterprise. We

fund projects from the fees we charge. These

Projects help ensure the Hawaiian Culture and the

Teachings continue for generations.

The 4 pillars above, are starting points to get you thinking about

your service, your brand and you - how you all fit together. Your

brand is a living extension of what you believe in and everything

you do - your behaviour, the way you decorate your healing

space and so on - reinforces your message to your prospective

Clients. It's about being consistent most of the time - of course

there's those times you want to break out, have a little fun and

see what else works. But at the heart of your Sacred Container, it

usually stays the same until your business grows or changes.

Over to you. Keeping in mind what you've just completed, try to

filter it down as simply as you can. Don't be afraid to use the

Thesarus to find new ways to say things, surf the net for others

who have groovy words you'd like to use too - just make them

your own in your own context. You don't have to get it all done

and down in one sitting - take your time, dream a little, play with

it, research what grabs your attention from other similar, and

importantly, non-similar brands - often they're a great source of

inspo that you can reconfigure for your own brand.
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When your ideal Clients buy into your Value

Proposition - what will they get in return?

Example: in the SoHAD School of Hawaiian

Spiritual Studies, it's  a 100% certainty that what

they learn is authentic, uncorrupted Teachings

about Hawaiian Spirituality & Healing

06. Price

Work out how much you need to charge for

your Service. In our Lineage we are very clear

that the Teaching is value for value - this is how

it has always been since the beginning times.

We also recommend value-adding to your

Service instead of discounting your price

05. Benefits

Last Tips & Thoughts

When you first start, and you don't have many

Clients, usually a discount is acceptable. But

don't continue to discount - you run the risk of

only having Clients that come to you for that

very reason, which devalues what you're

offering

Value-adding allows you to offer more, and also

to charge more for the addition. When you

value-add, depending on what it is, you can

discount it rather than your main service. An

example of this is Hot Stones inclusions in

Lomilomi Treatments.

Another way of value-adding is your after service

care

Have the courage and confidence in yourself to

stay with your "target clients" - these are the

people you really want to service and with

whom you'll do your best work. Your niche

might be smaller, but they will be loyal to you

and the price won't be a factor - your total

service will do the talking for you...

Remember, these are your starting points. Let your imagination run

free with these simple questions and more questions (and ideas)

will come to you which help you to build a picture of what you

want to offer as your Service Work and how to stand-out.

As we continue to work together, we can help you refine each one,

add to it, pivot or even give it a complete makeover. You can also

work 1:1 with one of the Wise Guides - they have lots of biz

experience and are Practitioners themselves, so they know what

you're facing when you want to make Healing your main gig.

Getting Clients and maintaining a strong Client following is

essential to a successful practice - and it takes consistent time

and effort.  It's part of the Service Process, so don't shy away from

it, there might be adjustments you have to make along the way.

We want to make sure you're successful in the business part of

your Practice, because without it in place, you won't have anyone

to offer your Services to...


